




New Zealand’s Most Advanced Urinal Technologies

Caroma is offering three new, advanced technology urinal options to meet industry needs where water-saving 

is a vital project requirement.

A major breakthrough in 
waterless urinal technology
Superior in operation, maintenance and hygiene, to other 

waterless urinals, Caroma introduces the fi rst truly viable 

and sustainable high-performance waterless option - the ideal 

specifi cation for environmentally responsible developments and 

areas where water is scarce.

Cube 0.8L Smart Demand Technology and waste trap

New Zealand’s fi rst WELS 6 star rated urinal
The Caroma Cube 0.8L Smartfl ush® Urinal Suite’s 

innovative design means you use 60% less water compared 

to standard 2L single stall models, or even more for 

multiple stall installations. It is the logical specifi cation 

for projects requiring an ultra-effi cient fl ushing urinal.

Unique cartridge technology

Leda Electronic Smart Demand Technology

Intelligent Smart Demand Technology
The Leda Electronic Smartfl ush® Urinal offers the latest 

Smart Demand Technology, which detects the user and determines the 

fl ush mode accordingly.  The reduced water wastage and advanced 

engineering achieves a WELS 3 star rating, ideal for minimising water 

consumption.
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H2ZeroTM Cube Urinal. Breakthrough Technology. 

The H2ZeroTM Cube waterless urinal operates utilising unique patented 

cartridge technology that doesn’t use an oil-based seal as used in 

traditional waterless urinals. Housed within the cartridge the Bio Fresh 

deodorising block is activated during use, while the Bio SealTM allows 

urine to pass through the seal freely. The Bio SealTM acts as a one-

way air-tight valve to seal the cartridge from the drainage system and 

against back-pressure situations. This operation guarantees consistently 

superior performance and hygiene compared to other waterless urinals.

Key features and benefi ts

•• The H2ZeroTM Cube Urinal’s patented cartridge technology has 

revolutionised waterless urinal performance.

•• Helps reach high level targets for sustainability and water 

conservation to minimise environmental impact.

•• Outlet and cartridge confi guration results in reduced levels of waste.

•• Vitreous china is easy to clean and provides longevity.

•• Vandal resistant plated brass dome conceals the Bio SealTM 

and Bio Fresh cartridge.

•• Optional vitreous china dome available for light commercial 

applications. 

The ultimate in water-saving technology

Bio Fresh fragrance block 
is activated on use

Bio SealTM provides an 
air-tight one-way valve

Urine passes freely into 
the drainage system

H2ZeroTM Cube unique operation
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Urinal Performance • Performance varies according to
   operational conditions.

• Patented cartridge has a Bio SealTM

   that provides operational consistency. 
• Result is a superior product to other
   waterless urinals in the market.

Odour Management • Loss of oil seal when excess quantity of
   water is poured into the cartridge. 
• Removal of oil seal leads to direct
   exposure of urine in trap and odours.

• Unique Bio SealTM rather than 
   oil-based seal. 
• Provides a one-way air-tight valve.
• Unaffected by excess quantity of water
   being poured into the cartridge.

Waste Build-up • Prone to build-up of waste matter. • Little or no build-up within the
   cartridge due to Bio SealTM and outlet
   confi guration.

Urinal Operation • Trap confi guration restricts urine fl ow
   into drainline system.

• Bio SealTM technology leads to free
   movement of urine through cartridge
   and into the drainline system.

H2ZeroTM Cube Urinal patented technology

Caroma has addressed the concerns connected with standard waterless urinals to provide a superior solution. 

The H2ZeroTM Cube Urinal represents a major breakthrough in waterless urinal technology, providing consistently 

superior performance.

The table below outlines some of the key challenges with standard waterless urinals, particularly those with an 

oil-based seal, and the H2ZeroTM solution.

Superior Performance. Zero Water.

Waterless Cartridge

Optional Vitreous China 
Cover for light commercial 

applications

Specially designed tool for 
Bio-SealTM and Bio-Fresh 

replacement

Refer to page 12 for Product Specifi cation and Installation information.
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A joint government and industry program 

New Zealand’s fi rst WELS 6 Star rated urinal for high water effi ciency

Ideal for general purpose applications where water conservation 

and savings are a priority, the Cube 0.8L Smartfl ush® Urinal 

boasts the maximum WELS 6 star rating. This is achieved through 

the integration of Smartfl ush® and Smart Demand Technology with 

superior hydraulic design and performance. Embracing the modern 

look of softened angles and clean lines, this vitreous china stall can 

enhance the appearance of any contemporary bathroom.

Key features and benefi ts
•• New Zealand’s fi rst WELS 6 star rated urinal suite 

       delivering an ultra-low 0.8 litre fl ush.

•• Matched PerformanceTM engineering delivers water-savings

 without sacrifi cing performance.

•• Smart Demand Technology detects the user and determines  

 the fl ush mode accordingly.

•• Urine Sensing Technology is only activated by the user and

 prevents accidental or unnecessary fl ushes.

•• Stadium Mode adjusts fl ush automatically in peak use periods.

•• Pre-installed sensor requires no on-site adjustment.

•• Automatic hygiene fl ush every 24 hours.

WELS 6 star rated

Cube 0.8L Smartfl ush® Urinal Suite.

The Caroma Cube 0.8L Smartfl ush® Urinal produces 

outstanding results for businesses seeking to improve their 

water effi ciency. For example, installation of the Cube 0.8L 

Smartfl ush® Urinal into a CBD offi ce tower with specifi cations 

for standard 2L fl ushing urinals would result in 920,000 litres 

used per annum instead of 2.301 million litres. 

That’s an impressive saving of 1.381 million litres 

– or 60% per annum*.  

Urinal Type
Water usage per annum 

(litres)

Standard 2L Flush Urinal 
(Single Stall)

2,301,000

Cube 0.8L Smartfl ush® 
Urinal (Single Stall)

920,000

Savings 1,381,000

Business case study

*This water-saving estimate is based on a CBD offi ce tower, with a total of 136 urinals over 33 fl oors serving 1475 male occupants on average three times per day
   across 260 working days per year.
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The Cube 0.8L Smartfl ush® Urinal Suite offers New Zealand’s lowest approved fl ush volume without compromising 

performance. It’s a combination of Caroma’s unique fl ushing system and the high-effi ciency waste trap technology 

that allows the Cube 0.8L Smartfl ush® Urinal to operate effectively using an ultra-low fl ush volume.

No matter which way you look at it, the savings add up with the new Cube 0.8L Smartfl ush Urinal® Suite:

•• Water-savings of 60% compared to standard 2L single stall urinals.

•• Water-savings of 80% compared to a 2 stall urinal using more than 4L per fl ush.

•• Water-savings of almost 90% compared to urinals using 7.5L per fl ush.   

Water usage
comparison
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AS/NZS 3500 7.5L max 225 1,125 2,250 6,750 13,500 22,500

0 Star > 4L (2 stall) 120 600 1,200 3,600 7,200 12,000

1 Star > 2.5L (1 stall) 75 375 750 2,250 4,500 7,500

2 Star 2L (1 stall) 60 300 600 1,800 3,600 6,000

3 Star Leda 1.8L (1 stall) 54 270 540 1,620 3,240 5,400

6 Star Cube 0.8L (1 stall) 24 120 240 720 1,440 2,400

Usage: 3 times per person per day.

Lowest Flush Rate. Greatest Savings.

Caroma continues to lower urinal water consumption 

Refer to page 13 for Product Specifi cation and Installation information.
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How Smart Demand Technology Works

The Key to Caroma Electronic Urinals
Both the Cube 0.8L Electronic Smartfl ush® Urinal and the Leda Electronic Smartfl ush® Urinal utilise ‘smart 

demand’ technology – a high-tech solution to urinal fl ushing.  The smart demand operation uses a smart logic 

system capable of detecting the user and determining the fl ush mode accordingly.  By using an intelligent ‘urine 

sensing’ fl ushing system a sensor is activated by the fl ow of urine inside the bowl which initiates the fl ush cycle 

after use.

Unlike other systems, with this highly effective ‘smart demand’ and urine sensing technology there is no risk of 

wasting water through accidental activation or unnecessary fl ushes.

The fl ush cycle duration is adjustable.  In locations where the urinals will be used at high-usage intervals – for 

example in stadiums and conference centres – the system will automatically switch to stadium fl ush mode when 

required, where fl ushing will only take place once a minute.  Stadium fl ush mode will be activated by 5 uses within 

3 minutes, and return to normal operation when there is no use within 1 minute.

Should the urinal remain unused, a hygienic fl ush is carried out every 24 hours to prevent trap seal loss due to 

evaporation.

The Caroma Electronic urinals offer automatic overfl ow protection.  In cases where the trap or drain-pipe is 

blocked due to improper use, the Cube 0.8L Electronic and Leda Electronic internals will prevent further fl ushing.
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The more
stars the more
water efficient

A joint government and industry program 

litres per flush per stall

Water Consumption

For more information and to compare
products, refer to:

www.waterrating.gov.au

When tested in accordance with Standard AS/NZS 6400

WATER
RATING

1.8

Licence No. L00001

Leda Electronic Smartfl ush® Urinal Suite 

The Leda Electronic Smartfl ush® Urinal combines advanced Smart 

Demand Technology with the contemporary design of the Caroma 

Leda 2000 range.  Intelligent urine sensing technology prevents 

accidental activation.

As a Caroma Smartfl ush® Urinal, The Leda Electronic Urinal 

is engineered to use less water than a 2L single stall urinal 

and achieves a WELS 3 star rating.  With Caroma’s Matched 

PerformanceTM engineering built-in, these water savings are achieved 

without compromising performance.

This premium designed urinal has a concealed trap and easy to 

clean surfaces for low cost maintenance.  The box rim concept 

provides for a wash down fl ush, which cleans the inside of the bowl 

on each activation.  The specifi cally designed waste trap effectively 

removes trap contents on each fl ush.  Hands free operation allows 

for optimum hygiene.

The Leda Electronic Smartfl ush® Urinal grate is specially designed 

in vitreous china and factory fi tted with vandal resistant fi ttings.  

The contemporary design of the suite is an ideal fi t for premium 

commercial developments seeking to minimise water consumption. 

Key features and benefi ts

•• Smart Demand Technology detects the user and determines the 

fl ush mode accordingly.

•• Matched PerformanceTM engineering delivers water-savings 

without sacrifi cing performance. 

•• Urine Sensing Technology is only activated by the user and 

prevents accidental or unnecessary fl ushes.

•• Stadium Mode adjusts fl ush automatically in peak periods.

•• Concealed components for a contemporary look, easy cleaning 

and a lower risk of vandalism.

•• Automatic hygiene fl ush every 24 hours.

Refer to page 14 for Product Specifi cation and Installation information.

WELS 3 star rated

Urinal 
Code

Description

678230W Leda Electronic Urinal 
Suite P Trap (white)

678220W Leda Electronic Urinal 
Suite S Trap (white)

678300W Pedestal to suit P Trap

687283 Electronic Flush Valve 
Cover Plate (optional)

Please refer to the information in the 
table to specify this product 

Intelligent Urinal Flushing
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The Leda Urinal is a compact wall-hung box rim urinal with a contemporary 

design ideal for premium commercial developments. The Leda Urinal includes a 

specially designed vitreous china vandal resistant grate.

Key features and benefi ts
•• Compact, wall-hung fi xing with concealed trap for effortless cleaning and  

 reduced vandalism.

•• Can be connected with Caroma urinal cistern options, mains pressure fl ush

 valves and electronically activated units.

•• Box rim concept ensures each fl ush effectively cleans  the bowl.

•• Two installation options for wall (P trap) or fl oor (S trap) waste 

 connections.  Bracket kit is included with urinal.

Leda Urinal 

WELS 3 star rated
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Note: shown with optional pedestal.
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Part 
Code

Compatible Cistern 
Options

Cistern type

815001W 1 stall, 2 star 2L vitreous china urinal with pull cord

815002W 2 stall, 0 star 5L vitreous china urinal with pull cord

233023W 1 stall, 2 star. Convertible
to 2 stall, 1 star or 
3 stall,0 star rating

Slimline urinal pull cord

Urinal 
Code

Description

984775W Leda Urinal Suite* 3 star 1.8L 
complete with inwall cistern, 
single fl ush button and access 
panel for inwall applications

984785W Leda Urinal Suite* 3 star 1.8L 
complete with inwall cistern, 
single fl ush remote button set for 
induct/inceiling applications

678200W Leda Urinal Wall-Hung S-Trap

678210W Leda Urinal Wall-Hung P-Trap

678300W Pedestal to suit

Please refer to the information in the table to specify this product 

*Cisterns are convertible to 4L 2 stall, or 6L 3 stall.

Please refer to the Caroma Technical Manual for more detailed technical information.
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The Integra Urinal is a wall-hung box rim urinal with a modern appearance ideal 

for quality commercial applications.  It is back inlet supplied and includes a 

factory fi tted vitreous china grate.

Key features and benefi ts
• • Integral air-break system allows for direct connection with mains pressure

  fl ush valves and electronically activated units.

•• Box rim concept ensures each fl ush effectively cleans the inside area of 

 the bowl.

•• Concealed trap and fi xing provides an easy to clean outer shroud for 

 low-cost maintenance.

Integra Urinal

Urinal 
Code

Description

998085W Integra Urinal Suite* 3 star 1.8L 
complete with inwall cistern, single 
fl ush button and access panel for 
inwall applications

998095W Integra Urinal Suite* 3 star 1.8L 
complete with inwall cistern, single 
fl ush remote button set for induct/
inceiling applications

665102 Integra Wall Hung Urinal, Back Inlet

D775 Bracket to suit
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Back inlet

Outlet centre

D775 Concealed
fixing bracket

Vitreous china grate

5 Slope

90

Waste pipe
Ø50 O.D. Brass or
Ø50 I.D. – P.V.C.

Two Rubber Seal
are provided

WELS 3 star rated

Please refer to the information in the table to specify this product 

Part 
Code

Compatible Cistern 
Options

Cistern type

815001W 1 stall, 2 star 2L vitreous china urinal with pull cord

815002W 2 stall, 0 star 5L vitreous china urinal with pull cord

233023W 1 stall, 2 star. Convertible
to 2 stall, 1 star or 
3 stall,0 star rating

Slimline urinal pull cord

*Cisterns are convertible to 4L 2 stall, or 6L 3 stall.

Please refer to the Caroma Technical Manual for more detailed technical information.
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The Torres Urinal is a general application, wall-hung urinal with integral trap, 

suitable for use with a variety of Caroma cistern options (available with top or 

back inlet and with a stainless steel grate as standard).

Key features and benefi ts
• • Robust design ideal for heavy commercial applications.

• • Chrome-plated spreader channels water around the bowl for an

 effective wash-down coverage.

• • Adjustable spreader allows cisterns to be installed at an increased   

 head height.

Torres Urinal

Part 
Code

Compatible Cistern 
Options

Cistern type

815001W 1 stall, 2 star 2L vitreous china urinal with pull cord

815002W 2 stall, 0 star 5L vitreous china urinal with pull cord

233023W 1 stall, 2 star. Convertible
to 2 stall, 1 star or 
3 stall,0 star rating

Slimline urinal pull cord

Urinal 
Code

Description

998105W Torres Urinal Suite* 3 star 
1.8L complete with inwall 
cistern, single fl ush button 
and access panel for inwall 
applications

998115W Torres Urinal Suite* 3 star 
1.8L complete with inwall 
cistern, single fl ush remote 
button set for induct/inceiling 
applications

666101W Torres Urinal with Top Inlet

666102W Torres Urinal with Back Inlet

687120 Fitting Pack Top Inlet

687121 Fitting Pack Back Inlet

WELS 3 star rated
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D.301 Sparge
pipe bracket

D.300 Top inlet tie

D.232 Concealed
support bracket

Outlet centre

610mm recommended standard height.
400mm recommended disabled person.

Alternative top inlet
use D.300 top inlet tie

Back inlet use D.301
sparge pipe bracket

Finished floor

50
0

Trap outlet
5 slope

**

30

Waste pipe
Ø50 O.D. Brass or
Ø50 I.D. – P.V.C.

Two Rubber Seal options
are provided

14
5 

Please refer to the information in the table to specify this product 

*Cisterns are convertible to 4L 2 stall, or 6L 3 stall.

Please refer to the Caroma Technical Manual for more detailed technical information.
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Cadet Urinal 

Deluxe Urinal

The Deluxe Urinal is a robust urinal that is suitable for heavy commercial 

applications as an alternative to vitreous china. The heavy-duty stainless steel 

makes it hygienic, as well as easy to clean and maintain.

Key Features and Benefi ts
•• Top entry available.

•• Anti-vandal grate.

•• Flushpipe (20mm) supplied.

••  Spreader ensures a thorough wash-down with each fl ush.

Urinal Code Description

666090 Cadet Stainless Steel Wall-Hung Urinal

Urinal Code Description

666080 Deluxe Stainless Steel Wall-Hung Urinal

WELS 3 star rated

Please refer to the information in the 
table to specify this product 

Compatible cistern options are the same for the 
Torres Urinal featured on page 10.

Compatible cistern options are the same for the 
Torres Urinal featured on page 10.

Please refer to the Caroma Technical Manual for more detailed technical information.

The Cadet Urinal is a compact and durable urinal that is suitable for 

commercial applications as an alternative to vitreous china. The hygienic 

stainless steel makes it easy to clean and cost-effective to maintain.

Key features and benefi ts
•• Top entry available.

•• Anti-vandal grate.

•• Flushpipe (20mm) supplied.

••  Spreader ensures a thorough wash

 down with each fl ush.WELS 3 star rated

Please refer to the information in the table 
to specify this product 
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H2ZeroTM Cube Urinal

Maintenance:

The H2ZeroTM Cartridge tool is used to remove the grate, so that the Bio Fresh deodoriser and Bio SealTM valve can 

be removed and replaced.

•• A regular wipe down is all that is required to keep the unit sanitary and fresh.

•• The touch-free tool enables servicing with no direct contact with the replacement components.

•• No special disposal method of consumables is required.

Due to the nature of this product, there are two consumable components that require periodic replacement during 

maintenance programs. The product codes, descriptions & re-order time-frames are detailed in the maintenance 

table (below).

Part 
Code

Description Approximate Re-order 
Time-frame*

687334 Replacement Service Kit 3 months

687331 H2ZeroTM 750ml cleaning fl uid 6 months

687299 H2ZeroTM cartridge tool N/A

Urinal 
Code

Description

678610W H2ZeroTM Cube Urinal Anti-Vandal

687080 H2ZeroTM Cube Urinal Vitreous 
China Grate (Optional)

*The suggested re-order time-frame is based on a single stall, of average use. The replacement service kit includes the Bio Fresh 
deodorising block and the Bio SealTM one way valve. Both products have the same replacement lifecycle.

Please refer to the information in the table to specify this product 

Installation:

Installation of the H2ZeroTM is simplifi ed as there is no need for a cistern/fl ush valve to be connected to the unit. 

After installation the savings continue with a reduction in overall water and waste management charges to buildings.

•• The initial requirements for consumables are delivered with the H2ZeroTM urinal for immediate operation.

Warranty:

•• Vitreous china stall - 1 year

• • Waterless cartridge technology – 1 year

Please refer to the Caroma Technical Manual for more detailed technical information.

Product Specifi cation and Installation










